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With its emergence in the world of emailing, Outlook Express gained users acceptance and
popularity with the simplified mode to send and receive emails. Outlook Express introduced users
with a free email client that allows them to communicate and share information without any trouble.
OE was designed with excellent user interface that made it democratic for being suitable for both
tech savvy and professional users. But with its pros, it has some cons too. Outlook Express allowed
its users to create and share emails and contacts which when compared to the email clients of
today's time shows that OE has left behind in the race for offering excellence in communication
because email items like tasks, do-do-list-, calendars, journals etc are missing in OE.

With time, advancement was done in the arena of email management techniques and many other
email clients came into existence like Outlook, Thunderbird, Apple Mail, Pegasus Mail etc but one
that gained recognition and appreciation for the quality it delivered was IMB Lotus Notes. With
incomparable features offered by Lotus Notes like workflow application, replication, tight security
etc, it seized its position in various organizations in spite of being costly and a bit complex. Read
more: http://www.convertoutlookexpresstolotusnotes.outlooktolotusnotes.com/

In Outlook Express, the email file gets saved as EML whereas in Lotus Notes the entire database
gets saved in NSF file format. Now, suppose you have decided to take advantage of Lotus Notes
robust attributes and wants to move from Outlook Express to Notes. Surely, you don't want to lose
important emails. To convert Outlook Express emails to Notes, it is necessary that you convert EML
file to NSF file format to enable readability of emails. Now the question is how to read Outlook
Express emails in Notes?

For opening email of Outlook Express in Lotus Notes, conversion of EML file to NSF is the
mandatory process to be performed. This can be made possible with an eminent commercial
solution that enables batch EML to NSF conversion so that numerous files can be converted and
read in one go without much wastage of time.

Tool To Convert Outlook Express Emails To Notes: In online market, the most entrusted utility
available for batch Outlook Express emails to Notes conversion is EML To NSF Converter that has
been ranked number one by experts of the domain for its ability to execute bulk EML to Notes NSF
conversion without any technicality involved in the process.
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The respect of the company in online market is a result of its matchless creations in the domains
like data recovery, email conversion, MS Office file repair, PST management etc. With its a EML to
NSF Converter, it helped users to convert a Outlook Express emails to Notes easily.
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